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Momosumi

Momosumi is a player character played by Noodlewerfer.

Momosumi

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja (Type 33M Mini)
Date of Birth: YE 39
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: SAINT Operative - Idol

Rank: Nitô Hei
Current Placement: None

Physical Description

Weight: 12 lbs.

Height: 5 in. (6.5 in. with costume)

Build and Skin Color: Her skin is very pale, almost blank white. She has a somewhat skinny build.

Hair Color and Style: Her hair is light blonde and wavy, and of a medium length.
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Distinguishing Features: She has a tail, which has fur with the same color as her hair. She's almost
always in her robot costume, which increases her height to 6.5 inches. Her robot costume is mostly
plastic and is painted silver. It looks like a robot version of a mini neko. In her costume her tail is
disguised as an electrical cord.

Personality

Momosumi may be a Miniature Neko, but she wears her robot costume almost all the time (at least when
she's allowed to) and claims she's a mechanical robot. She does try to act like she's a robot, but her
impressions aren't always accurate. Her personality differs much depending on whether or not she has
her costume on. When she's not in her costume, she tends to be shy and doesn't insist that she's a
gynoid. She's likely to be a bit more stealthy when she doesn't have her costume. When she does have
her costume, she's very charming and she acts like she's a star.

History

Momosumi was born in YE 39, and later that year she received training to join the Star Army of Yamatai.
She became a SAINT operative and was sent to join a mission on Anisa.

Skills Learned

Communication: Momosumi is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power
armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. She is fluent in Trade (language) and
(optionally) Yamataigo (邪馬台語). She can speak and write both correctly and efficiently and can write
reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting: She received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Technology Operation: She is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found
on all Star Army starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics: They received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Entertainment: Momosumi is skilled at performing on stage in front of an audience, though, she does
better if she has a costume to put on.

Rogue: Being a SAINT operative, Momosumi is trained to use more stealthy skills such as lock-picking,
pick-pocketting, and more.
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Social Connections

Momosumi is connected to:

Inventory & Finance

Momosumi has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Big Box of Leather Clothing and Accessories… and Rope (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 73-76, IC:
5605-19285-141)
Escape Pod, KiS-2408es (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 2-13, IC: 81-4009-15)
1 crate (30,000) video discs of at least 100 different Flash Bang Entertainment adult video titles (YE
42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 58-57, IC: 3363-4731-109)
Discarded Trans-atmospheric Thrusters (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 30-60, IC: 1827-19557-87)
Miscellaneous TOWELS components (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 90-70, IC: 6357-2157-150)

Momosumi currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by noodlewerfer on 08, 01 2018 at 17:06 using the Character Template Form.

In the case noodlewerfer becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Momosumi
Character Owner Noodlewerfer
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Plots YSS Wakaba Plot
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Jôtô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Intelligence Operative
SAOY Assignment Star Army Reserve
SAOY Entry Year YE 39
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 5
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